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Abstract. High-level language program compilation strategies can be proven correct by modelling the
process as a series of refinement steps from source code to a machine-level description. We show how this can
be done for programs containing recursively-defined procedures in the well-established predicate transformer
semantics for refinement. To do so the formalism is extended with an abstraction of the way stack frames
are created at run time for procedure parameters and variables.
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1. Introduction
Trustworthy program compilers are an essential tool for efficient software development. Recognising this,
certification authorities for safety-critical systems require that compilers used for developing high-integrity
software are formally verified or, at least, rigorously validated [Oul90]. Unfortunately, despite decades of
computer science experience in compiler construction, bugs can still be found in well-used, ‘trusted’ compil-
ers [Ste93]. Consequently, certification authorities have so little confidence in compilers that they are prepared
to endorse machine code only, not high-level language source programs [MO97, p. V], and programmers of
critical systems often resort to manual inspection of compiler-generated machine code to confirm its cor-
rectness [ABG99]. There is therefore a strong incentive for increasing the degree of confidence in compilers,
so that programmers of safety-critical systems can enjoy the productivity advantages afforded by high-level
language programming.
Although front-end compiler phases such as parsing and static-semantics checking have long been for-
malised, back-end code generation strategies remain difficult to prove correct [Wat89, p. 213]. One way to
introduce more scientific rigour to compiler code generation is to model the process of translating a high-
level language program to assembler code as a formal refinement. Program refinement is a verifiably-sound
process for deriving executable implementations from abstract specifications [Mor90]. In a ‘compilation as
refinement’ formalism, the source high-level language program is the ‘specification’, and the target assem-
bler or machine code program is the ‘implementation’. Much work has already been done in this area,
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but to date such research has concentrated on compilation of basic imperative programming statements
[MO97, Nor94, Bow94, He95, BD96].
Here we broaden this work by showing how compilation of procedure blocks can be treated in a similar
way. This seemingly simple extension proves to be challenging due to the need to introduce parameter
passing, allow for nested procedure declarations and their local variables, accommodate procedure name
overloading, and support recursive procedure calls. A production compiler handles these issues by maintaining
a considerable amount of information in its symbol table and by generating code to manipulate a stack of
procedure ‘call frames’, where frames are linked by both dynamic and static pointers, which reflect the run-
time and compile-time relationships between procedure calls and declarations, respectively [Wat89, §7.2].
A corresponding refinement formalism must manipulate data structures of a comparable complexity—the
contribution of this paper is to show how this can be done using predicate transformer semantics.
Section 2 summarises previous work on incorporating procedures into the refinement calculus and mod-
elling compilation as a refinement process. Section 3 briefly reviews our previous work on compilation as
refinement, which forms the starting point for this investigation. Section 4 introduces new semantic defini-
tions needed to model the full complexity of parameterised, recursively-defined procedures. Section 5 then
presents derived refinement laws for ‘compiling’ procedure blocks and calls. Section 6 shows a small example.
Finally, Section 7 discusses a number of technical challenges that arose during this work.
2. Previous Work
Our research combines features from two areas of previous work, modelling procedures in the refinement
calculus, and representing program compilation as a refinement process.
2.1. Procedures and Refinement
The refinement calculus is a formal program development theory which exists in several slightly different
forms [Mor90, BvW98]. It is founded on a ‘wide-spectrum’ modelling language that allows specification con-
structs and programming language statements to coexist. Refining a specification is the process of replacing
specification constructs with program statements until only executable program code remains. A number
of refinement models support procedure introduction as a program-development step. Our interest is not
with introducing procedures, but is instead concerned with translating them to assembler code. Nevertheless,
previous semantic definitions of procedures are a useful starting point for our formalism.
Morgan added procedures to his refinement calculus using a substitution-based semantics [Mor90, Ch. 12].
He allowed scoped procedure declarations to associate a name with a parameterised segment of modelling
language code. Within this scope, procedure calls are effectively replaced in-line by the corresponding pro-
cedure body. Parameter passing was also achieved by syntactic substitution of actual parameters for formal
ones. Groves subsequently criticised this substitution-based approach by noting that the order in which the
procedure body and the calling code is refined can be significant [Gro96]. Cavalcanti et al. also noted that the
substitution-based approach creates problems due to the way variables local to the procedure body are se-
mantically ‘free’ [CSW99]. This causes, for instance, subtle differences between performing the substitutions
at the point of call versus the point of definition.
Cavalcanti et al. also observed that Back’s earlier, more complicated approach, which allowed parame-
terised higher-order ‘statements’ that are not executable until instantiated, does not suffer from the same
problems [CSW99]. This approach uses separate forms of parameterisation to model calls by value, result
and reference. Sere and Walde´n also followed this approach when modelling remote procedure calls in the
concurrent Action System formalism [SW00]. In later work, Back and von Wright aimed to avoid any dis-
tinction between the programming language and its semantics [BvW98, p. 229]. They used higher-order logic
lambda expressions to represent procedures, with the lambda arguments providing a call-by-reference pa-
rameter passing mechanism [BvW98, §5.5]. They give a semantics-level model of recursive procedures using
least fixed points [BvW98, §20.3].
The complexities of handling variable scoping in the presence of recursively-defined procedures inspired
Hesselink to take a more fundamental approach [Hes99]. To accommodate procedures, he chose to extend
the predicate transformer semantics underlying the refinement calculus. Once again the issue of how to
appropriately bind variables local to the procedure body was a major concern. Rather than stacking local
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variables at each call, his solution was to introduce pairs of variable frames to the semantics. These explicitly
distinguish those variables that are merely ‘accessible’ from those that are ‘modifiable’ in the current scope,
and serve to bind local declarations to the corresponding predicate transformer.
Naumann [Nau01] developed a particularly elegant predicate-transformer semantics for procedures by
defining a higher-order modelling language in which language statements are part of the state space. Thus
there is a higher-order type for declared procedures, and procedure-valued variables can be assigned constants
of procedure type. This allows declared procedures to be freely passed around the program code to the point at
which they are called. For instance, a conventional ‘let’ abbreviation can be used to bind a procedure-valued
constant to a name which can appear in a procedure call [Nau01, §2]. Furthermore, recursive procedures
can be created explicitly by using the existing ‘rec’ statement. A similar approach was used by Laibinis to
extend the Higher Order Logic-based Refinement Calculator for procedures [Lai00].
2.2. Compilation as Refinement
The idea of verifying a compilation strategy by modelling it as a program refinement process has received
considerable attention in the high-integrity programming community. A surprising source of difficulty in
many of these formalisms is the need to model the behaviour of the target assembler code. The refinement
calculus uses Dijkstra’s Guarded Command Language as its underlying modelling notation. However, it has
often been observed that assembler code containing unstructured jump or branch instructions cannot be
directly modelled in GCL [BD96], so new refinement formalisms based on continuations [Ste93] or imaginary
assembler code interpreters [Hoa90, Nor94] have been devised. Notable large-scale compilation-as-refinement
projects have followed this approach [Bow94, MO97, He95].
Instead we prefer to develop our compilation model within the already well-known refinement calculus
framework, to take advantage of existing refinement techniques and tools. We therefore prefer to follow
a commonly-suggested solution for modelling assembler-like programs in GCL: the behaviour of a list of
assembler instructions is represented as a loop over a (deterministic) choice, with one alternative for each
instruction, guarded by the value of the program counter [Fid97, Sam97]. In previous work we have demon-
strated that this approach allows compilation to be modelled entirely within the standard refinement calculus
[LF97, LF02].
Most importantly, however, none of the approaches cited above, whether expressed in a standard re-
finement formalism or not, models compilation of subroutines. A formalism that does do so is Morrisett et
al.’s [MWCG98]. They describe a formal, typed assembler language model which contains primitive instruc-
tions for manipulating stacks. This makes it powerful enough to implement program structuring concepts
such as exception handlers and subroutines. In particular, they present formal rules for ‘compiling’ function
bodies and calls. These rules are expressed at a low abstraction level, and contain some features in common
with our approach, but are not expressed in the refinement calculus framework.
By far, the approach that comes closest to ours is that of Sampaio [Sam97] who models compilation within
the conventional refinement calculus with a weakest precondition semantics. His semantics is similar to ours
in several ways: assembler programs are modelled directly via iteration over the possible instruction addresses
[Sam97, p. 14]; each instruction is a multiple assignment to machine-level variables [Sam97, p. 12]; and stack
variables are used to store return addresses [Sam97, p. 94]. Like ours, Sampaio’s semantics for parameter
passing uses explicit assignments to local variables before and/or after the call [Sam97, §5.4]. However,
where he declares a new variable at each procedure call, we instead use a single stack variable associated
with the procedure declaration, and thus avoid the subtle need for ‘dynamic’ declarations [Sam97, p. 102].
Also, Sampaio’s fixed point semantics for recursive procedures allows for a single recursive procedure only.
Furthermore, he gives semantic definitions for procedures, but not compilation laws per se [Sam97, §5.7].
A primary goal in this paper, therefore, is to extend and generalise this work to allow for arbitrary forms
of procedure declaration, including nested declarations with the same name, and even mutually recursive
procedures.
Finally, a closely-related development is the refinement-based compilation formalism for object-oriented
programs devised by Duran, Cavalcanti and Sampaio [DCS03]. It includes recursive method definitions,
supported by an explicit stack-frame model, and adds the extra complexities associated with class inheritance
and dynamic binding of methods. To support this they create a higher-order lookup table which holds all the
method bodies so that they can be invoked at the appropriate time, as determined by a dynamic symbol table
which keeps track of class visibility. Overall, the Java bytecode-like programs produced by their refinement
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S ::= skip – null statement
| ~v := ~E – (multiple) assignment
| S1 ; S2 – sequential composition
| if (i : I •Bi → Si) fi – conditional composition
| do (i : I •Bi → Si) od – iterative composition
| ~v: [P , Q] – specification
| {P} – assertion
| [Q] – coercion
| |[ var v:T • S ]| – variable block
| |[ con c:T = X • S ]| – constant block
| |[ proc (||i : I • pi(Fi) =ˆ Si) • S ]| – procedure block
| call p(F ) ↪→ A – procedure call
Fig. 1. A wide-spectrum programming language.
F ::= F1 ; F2
| val f :T – value parameter
| res f :T – result parameter
| valres f :T – value-result parameter
Fig. 2. Formal parameters in procedure declarations.
rules have an operational semantics which is very close to the way an actual machine would implement the
program. By contrast, we try to produce as abstract a target program as possible. For instance, instead of
using a single stack, in the way a typical implementation does, our formalism models recursive procedure
invocations via separate sequences of values for each parameter to the procedure.
3. Background: A Compilation as Refinement Notation
In this section we summarise the notations used to support our ‘compilation-as-refinement’ formalism, based
on previous work in the area [LF97, Fid97, LF02]. The notations define the source and target languages for
compilation, and a machine-independent addressing scheme. The semantics of these constructs is given in
Section 4.
3.1. A High-Level Programming Language
As usual in the refinement calculus, an augmented Guarded Command Language is the broad-spectrum
modelling language. This will be used as the source high-level language for our compilation formalism. The
target language will be a distinguished subset of the modelling language which corresponds to assembler-level
concepts.
As shown in Figure 1, our wide-spectrum modelling language consists of the Guarded Command Lan-
guage, augmented with specification statements, and procedure declarations and calls [Mor90]. Let S be a
statement in the language; v a variable name; T a type; c a constant name; p a procedure name; F a formal
parameter list; A an actual parameter list; I an indexing set; X a (compile-time) expression; P and Q pred-
icates; E a (run-time) expression; and B a (run-time) boolean expression. Vector notation ‘~x’ denotes a list.
The language has the usual constructs for doing nothing (skip), assignment (:=), sequential composition (;),
choice (if · · ·fi), iteration (do · · ·od), variable declaration (var) and constant declaration (con), with the
obvious meanings. Indentation can be used instead of scoping brackets |[ · · · ]| when programs are displayed
vertically [Mor90, p. 33]. The language also supports specification statements ~v: [P , Q], where the frame ~v
lists those variables that may be changed, precondition P characterises the states in which the statement is
expected to be performed, and postcondition Q defines its intended effect [Mor90, §1.4.3]. Assertions {P}
and coercions [Q] abbreviate the special case specifications, ‘: [P , true]’ and ‘: [true , Q]’, respectively.
Procedures are supported by allowing procedure declarations (proc) and calls (call). The declaration
|[ proc p(F ) =ˆ S1•S ]| associates procedure name p with procedure body S1. Procedure p may then be called
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Instruction Syntactic Equivalent
store v, r pc, v := nxtΣ(pc), r
jump ` pc := `
brtrue r, ` if r = true→ pc := `
 r 6= true→ pc := nxtΣ(pc)
fi
brfalse r, ` if r 6= true→ pc := `
 r = true→ pc := nxtΣ(pc)
fi
stav v, sˆ, ` pc, sˆ := `, sˆ_v
strm v, sˆ, ` pc, v, sˆ := `, last(sˆ), front(sˆ)
jmpr `, sˆ,  pc, sˆ := `, sˆ_〈〉
repr sˆ pc, sˆ := last(sˆ), front(sˆ)
eval r, E, ` pc, r := `, E
Table 1. Assembler instruction abbreviations.
from within statement S. Procedure declarations are thus scoped, and may be nested. In Figure 1 we have
generalised the usual refinement calculus procedure notation [Mor90, Ch. 12], so that several procedures
may be declared simultaneously at the same nesting level. This allows mutually-recursive procedures. In
procedure declarations the formal parameter list F may consist of one or more formal parameter declarations,
as shown in Figure 2. (Although not shown in Figure 1, we also admit parameterless procedures trivially.)
Let f be a formal parameter name. Formal parameter names must all be distinct within a particular list.
The actual parameter list A in the corresponding procedure call must be of the same length and consist of
type-compatible variables or expressions in the usual way. For clarity in the formalism we have included the
full procedure signature, consisting of its name p and formal parameter list F , in the procedure call syntax,
although practical programming languages do not usually require the latter.
3.2. A Target Assembler Language
Our target language is an intermediate representation language [FL88], similar to, but more abstract than,
the final machine code. In particular, instruction and data addresses are handled symbolically, and we allow
high-level data structures rather than machine-specific data representations. This allows us to concentrate
on transformation of the program’s control flow structure. Subsequent assembly of such an intermediate
language into machine-specific instructions is relatively straightforward and is already handled in formalisms
used to model porting of machine code from one architecture to another [CS97, CSF98].
The target assembler language is a specific subset of the wide-spectrum modelling language. It is defined
in two parts, the primitive assembler instructions, and the interpretation of lists of instructions. Firstly, we
consider the effect of each assembler instruction on the machine’s state. Each instruction is represented by
a simple statement in our modelling language as shown in Table 1. Let pc be the program counter; r a
register; v a (high-level language) variable; ` and  be instruction memory locations; and sˆ a finite sequence
of (high-level language) values or addresses. The set of all finite sequences of type T is denoted by seq(T ).
Functions front, last and ‘_’ (concatenation) are defined on seq(T ) in the usual way, i.e., front(x, y, z) = (x, y),
last(x, y, z) = z and (x, y, z)_(v, w) = (x, y, z, v, w). Function nxtΣ returns the next address in the current
instruction memory space Σ; it is defined in Section 3.3.
The store-in-memory instruction ‘store’ increments the program counter, and assigns the value of reg-
ister r to variable v. (For our purposes, we allow high-level language variables such as v to remain in the
assembler-level model. A more realistic alternative would be to declare a memory array and associate name
‘v’ with a particular element of this array [Sam97, §1.3], just as a symbol table does, but we are not con-
cerned with compile-time memory allocation for ordinary variables in this article.) The two conditional
branch instructions, ‘brtrue’ and ‘brfalse’, test the value of register r to determine whether or not to jump
to location `. Value ‘true’ is the bit pattern representing this boolean concept.
The last five instructions in Table 1 are not intended to be part of a final assembler program, but
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are intermediate-level constructs used in our compilation formalism. The ‘stav’ instruction adds the value of
variable v to stack sˆ, and the ‘strm’ instruction removes the last value in the stack and loads it into variable v.
The ‘jmpr’ instruction jumps to location ` and loads the ‘return’ address  onto stack sˆ. The ‘repr’ instruction
updates the program counter to the last address in stack sˆ and removes this address from the stack. The ‘eval’
instruction evaluates a high-level language expression E and stores the result in register r, before branching
to location `. Having such a powerful instruction is convenient during intermediate levels of a refinement—it
allows the control structure of a high-level language statement to be refined separately from refinement of
any expressions it contains. We introduce it to our target language here to avoid the intricacies of code
generation for expression evaluation, which have been amply explored elsewhere [Bow94, §7.3.2][He95, §8.2].
The assembler code model is completed by providing a way of constructing target programs from the
individual instructions introduced in Table 1. This requires both a way of labelling instructions with the
addresses at which they will reside, and of linking ‘sequences’ of instructions together, despite the presence
of branching instructions which may mean instructions are not executed in their textual order. Furthermore,
to support intermediate stages of the refinement, these constructors must be applicable to any statements
in the modelling language [Fid97].
We need to define the behaviour of a list of statements under the control of the program counter. Let
〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 denote a list of n statements and (Σ,≺) be an inductively ordered set of at least n instruction
memory addresses. Let function nxtΣ range over Σ and return the successor of a (symbolic) address. It is
defined as the following, possibly partial, function. Assume functions are modelled by sets of pairs in the
usual way, and let ‘d 7→ r’ be the pair that maps domain element d to range element r [Spi92], and let
function ‘min’ on addresses from Σ be defined in terms of the ‘≺’ ordering in the obvious way.
nxtΣ = {s : Σ | (∃t : Σ • s ≺ t) • (s 7→ min{t : Σ | s ≺ t})}
Let nxtiΣ be the next address function composed with itself i times, where nxt
0
Σ is the identity function. We
will use elements of Σ as addresses for the statements in the list. Expression iΣ denotes the ith such address.
iΣ
def= nxti−1Σ (minΣ)
Then the following abbreviation defines the execution of statement list 〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 residing in instruction
memory space Σ.
〈S1, . . . , Sn〉Σ def= do (i : 1 .. n • pc = iΣ → Si) od
Thus the ith statement is guarded by a requirement that the program counter pc equals the ith address
in the sequence. In effect, the do · · ·od construct acts as an interpreter of the (usually assembler-level)
statements. The statements are not necessarily performed in their textual order—their order of execution
depends on the values adopted by the program counter. The first statement executed depends on the initial
value of pc when the whole construct begins. As long as pc is in the first n addresses in Σ the appropriate
statement is selected and executed. The ‘sequence’ terminates when pc leaves this range. Note that if any of
the statements Si is an assembler instruction from Table 1, we assume that the next address function nxtΣ
in the table refers to the particular ‘Σ’ in the definition above.
Where a statement is the target of a jump or conditional branch instruction, we sometimes want to
explicitly provide a symbolic name for its instruction memory location. We can state that a particular
statement S is expected to reside at location `, from instruction memory space Σ, by explicitly labelling it
using the following abbreviation.
` : S def= {pc = `} ; S
This is an assertion that the program counter pc is expected to equal ` whenever this statement is reached.
3.3. Instruction Address Management
During compilaton a unique instruction memory address must be allocated for each assembler instruction
generated. This creates a problem for a refinement formalism because it requires the refinement rules to know
in advance how many instructions each high-level language statement will produce so that sufficient room
can be left in the instruction address space for yet-to-be-refined program fragments [Nor94]. This problem
could be handled informally by merely stating that each new address is ‘fresh’ and is appropriately ordered
with respect to its neighbours. However, for completeness, we develop here a rigorous solution by introducing
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a hierarchical numbering system that generates unique addresses as our refinement rules parse the high-level
language program [LF97]. In this section, we define an instruction address space suitable for all program
counter manipulations within our refinement rules.
For assembler-level instruction addresses our goal is to define an address space A of locations where
assembler instructions may reside. To do this we assume an underlying partially ordered set (A,≺) and a
new address function ν. It accepts an initial α and a final ω address and returns an ordered sequence of
addresses between these two extremes. Its type declaration is as follows. Let N1 be the positive natural
numbers (excluding zero), ‘×’ be the cross product of two sets, and ‘→’ and ‘ p→’ denote total and partial
functions, respectively [Spi92].
ν : (A× A) p→ (N1 → A)
The new address function is defined by the following axiom.
∀α, ω : A;n : N1 •
(α ≺ ω)⇒ (α = ν(α, ω)(1) ≺ ν(α, ω)(n+ 1) ≺ ν(α, ω)(n+ 2) ≺ ω)
Thus ν(α, ω)(n) denotes the nth address between α and ω, provided that α ≺ ω, and the addresses are ordered
by their natural number indexes. We proved elsewhere that such address spaces (A,≺, ν) exist [LF97].
4. Semantics of Procedure Declarations and Calls
In this section we define a predicate transformer-based semantics for statements expressed in our program-
ming language, including procedure declarations and calls. Since a statement may contain ‘free’ references to
variables declared in a surrounding scope, or calls to procedures declared in an outer nesting level, we cannot
necessarily define the semantics of a statement in isolation. Therefore, each statement’s semantics is given
with respect to the ‘context’ in which it resides. This consists of two parts. The variable context provides
types for globally-declared variables and the procedure context provides the bodies of previously-declared
procedures.
4.1. Variable Contexts
The semantics of incomplete program fragments can be given only within a particular context of global
variable declarations [Nau01, §6]. Let V be the set of all variable identifiers (representing the universe of
all variables for a program), and T be the set of all possible high-level language types. Then we let total
function ϑ, of type V → T , be the current variable context, i.e., a type assignment for every variable name.
We put quotation marks around an identifier to refer to it syntactically. For example, if V = {‘v’, ‘u’}, then
ϑ = {‘v’ 7→ T, ‘u’ 7→ U}, where T is the type of variable v, and U is the type of u.
Requiring each context to have a type assignment for every possible variable allows us to give a well-
defined semantics for any program fragment, regardless of any free occurrences of variables. In practice,
of course, there is always only a subset of high-level language variable identifiers that have been explicitly
declared in a surrounding scope, and only these should appear free in a program segment. In a production
compiler this requirement is checked with the aid of the symbol table, and we assume that this process is
undertaken elsewhere. Our variable contexts are not a substitute for traditional static analysis mechanisms,
but instead serve to complete the semantic definitions.
Two different variable sets V1 and V2 with contexts ϑ1 and ϑ2 can be joined to the variable universe
V1 ∪ V2 with context ϑ1 unionmulti ϑ2 by using the functional overwrite unionmulti. This denotes the context that has all
variable assignments of ϑ2 plus the ones in ϑ1 which are not in ϑ2. We say that two contexts ϑ1and ϑ2 are
consistent if ϑ1 unionmulti ϑ2 = ϑ2 unionmulti ϑ1.
Given a context ϑ and an assignment of type U to variable u, then ϑunionmulti ‘u’ 7→ U denotes the context that
includes the same type assignments as in ϑ, except that the declaration for variable u is replaced by ‘u’ 7→ U .
This technique is used to model the effect of entering the scope of a declaration for a local variable named
‘u’ with type U , in which case all existing declarations ‘v’ 7→ T are inherited, except the one for variable u,
which is replaced with an assignment to its newly-declared type U .
Reliance on this data structure means that our formalism does not allow variable name overloading—two
variables with the same name but different types cannot be visible simultaneously. If needed, this capability
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can be simulated by explicitly distinguishing the two variables with appropriate renaming by, for instance,
decorating the names with the line number on which the variable was declared. (This would mimic the
way a compiler generates distinct internal names for the two variables in its symbol table.) Furthermore,
our contexts merely track the types associated with particular variable names. Unlike a typical compiler’s
symbol table, they do not record other attributes such as the nesting level of the variable’s declaration. This
information is not needed in our formalism since the purpose of our variable contexts is merely to provide
types for variable identifiers appearing free in program fragments.
4.2. Procedure Contexts
Procedure contexts are used to keep track of those procedure declarations visible at each point in the program,
so that it is possible to give a semantics to procedure calls. A complex pointer-based data structure is needed
to represent such contexts because procedure calls may refer to procedures declared in either the current or
an outer nesting level, and recursively defined procedures may even refer to themselves.
Let S denote the universal set of all possible procedure signatures. These consist of the procedure’s name,
its formal parameters, their types and their parameter-passing modes. Our formalism thus allows procedure
name overloading—two signatures with the same procedure name but different parameter lists are distinct.
Following Naumann’s lead, we take a simple syntactic view of signatures which treats the choice of formal
parameter names as significant and thus views ‘p(val x:T )’ as a distinct procedure from ‘p(val y:T )’ [Nau01,
§2], although this is not a serious limitation [Nau01, §9].
A procedure context ρ defines the visibility of procedure declarations at the current nesting level. At the
nth nesting level it is represented by a natural number-indexed tuple, which includes the declarations σn
visible at this nesting level, and those visible at each preceding level, σ0 to σn−1.
ρ = (σ0, . . . , σn)
For convenience we refer to the tuple up to and including the ith level as ρi = (σ0, . . . , σi), for some i 6 n.
Each element of the tuple is a total function from procedure signatures to pairs comprising the corresponding
procedure body and the nesting level at which the procedure was declared. Let P be the set of all program
fragments that can be constructed from statements in our programming language.
σi : S → (P × N)
For a procedure context to be well formed, the nesting level ‘pointer’ for a particular procedure signature at
level i must equal the current nesting level i if the procedure was declared locally, or a higher level, between
0 and i− 1 inclusive, if the procedure was declared globally.
Notice that each σi is a total function from all possible procedure signatures S. This is done in order to
complete the semantics of procedure calls. The programming language statements in Table 1 all have a well
defined predicate-transformer semantics except ‘call p(F ) ↪→ A’. This statement is meaningful only within
the context of a declaration of procedure p, with compatible formal parameters F [Nau01, §6]. Therefore, to
give a semantics to some statement ‘call p(F ) ↪→ A’ in isolation, we ensure that every procedure context ρ
has a matching entry for every possible procedure signature. We define the top-level element σ0 in every
procedure context ρ to be a total function from all procedure signatures to the dummy pair (skip, 0). This
represents the default declaration for all procedures. It is used in the semantics only if no explicit declaration
occurs before the call. In practice, however, this dummy value is never reached in a well-structured program
in which all procedures are declared before being called.
For a particular procedure context ρ = (σ0, . . . , σn) we also introduce some shorthands for accessing the
nth element, which represents the current procedure context. Let ‘p(F )’ be a procedure signature. Then
• ρ(‘p(F )’) = σn(‘p(F )’) is the procedure-body/declaration-level pair currently defining this procedure;
• ρ(‘p(F )’)† = first(ρ(‘p(F )’)) is this procedure’s body; and
• ρ(‘p(F )’)↑ = ρx, where x = second(ρ(‘p(F )’)), is the context in which this procedure was (most recently)
declared.
To support extensions to the procedure context, as needed when entering the scope of a new procedure
declaration, we also define the ‘y’ operator to add an extra element σ to an existing tuple.
(σ0, . . . , σn)y σ
def= (σ0, . . . , σn, σ)
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We also allow the nesting depth of a procedure context to be accessed using the ‘#’ operator.
#(σ0, . . . , σn)
def= n
For example, consider the following program fragment. Let p, . . . , s be procedure names; F, . . . , I be
formal parameter lists; B, . . . , E be procedure bodies; and S be a programming language statement.
proc p(F ) =ˆ B •
proc q(G) =ˆ C ||
proc r(H) =ˆ D •
proc s(I) =ˆ E •
S
Here four procedures are declared at three different nesting levels—procedures q and r are declared simulta-
neously at the same depth. The procedure context ρ for statement S then consists of a tuple of four functions
as follows.
({‘p(F )’ 7→ (skip, 0), ‘q(G)’ 7→ (skip, 0), ‘r(H)’ 7→ (skip, 0), ‘s(I)’ 7→ (skip, 0), . . .},
{‘p(F )’ 7→ (B, 1), ‘q(G)’ 7→ (skip, 0), ‘r(H)’ 7→ (skip, 0), ‘s(I)’ 7→ (skip, 0), . . .},
{‘p(F )’ 7→ (B, 1), ‘q(G)’ 7→ (C, 2), ‘r(H)’ 7→ (D, 2), ‘s(I)’ 7→ (skip, 0), . . .},
{‘p(F )’ 7→ (B, 1), ‘q(G)’ 7→ (C, 2), ‘r(H)’ 7→ (D, 2), ‘s(I)’ 7→ (E, 3), . . .})
In the 0th function, all procedure signatures map to dummy pairs (skip, 0). In the 1st function, which
represents the first nesting level, signature ‘p(F )’ maps to procedure body B and nesting level 1. In the 2nd
function similar mappings appear for both signatures ‘q(G)’ and ‘r(H)’, which are declared at the same
nesting level.
4.3. Predicate Transformers Within Contexts
With notations for variable and procedure contexts in place, we now define a concept of predicate transformers
within such contexts.
We begin with some fundamental definitions to relate predicates to those program variables currently in
scope. Let V denote a universe of variable identifiers with some context ϑ. The set of bindings Bndϑ is then
defined by all functions σ on V such that σ(‘x’) ∈ ϑ(‘x’) for all variables ‘x’ in V. The set of bindings shall
be denoted by Bndϑ. A predicate is defined as a function on Bndϑ with values in the boolean algebra B.
Predϑ shall denote the set of all predicates. This set inherits the Boolean operations of conjunction (∧),
disjunction (∨), implication (⇒) and negation (¬) and forms a complete lattice, ordered by the entailment
relation (V) [BvW98, 2.2]. Entailment holds between two predicates P and Q in Predϑ if P implies Q
everywhere on Bndϑ [Mor90, 2.8.1]. We write P ≡ Q if P V Q and QV P . A variable ‘x’ ∈ V is called a free
variable of predicate P if there are bindings σ1 and σ2 in Bndϑ such that P (σ1) 6= P (σ2) and σ1(‘y’) = σ2(‘y’)
for all ‘y’ ∈ V, ‘y’ 6= ‘x’. Let Free(P ) denote the free variables of P . The subset of predicates in Predϑ with
free variables in some set V ′ ⊆ V can be identified with Predϑ′ , where ϑ′ denotes the restriction of ϑ to the
variable set V ′.
Note that for two consistent contexts ϑ1 and ϑ2 there is a canonical embedding of Predϑ1 and Predϑ2
into Predϑ1unionmultiϑ2 . We can therefore apply all boolean operations and the entailment relation on predicates as
long as they have consistent contexts.
Let P ∈ Predϑ, ‘y’ ∈ V and let ‘x’ /∈ V denote a fresh variable identifier. Substitution of y by x in
predicate P is denoted by P [x/y] and defined as the predicate in Predϑunionmulti‘x’ 7→ϑ(‘y’), where
P [x/y](σ) def= P (σ unionmulti y 7→ σ(‘x’)) , σ ∈ Bndϑunionmulti‘x’ 7→ϑ(‘y’) .
It remains to define quantifiers on predicates, since these may redeclare the type of a variable. If the current
context is ϑ = {‘v’ 7→ T, ‘u’ 7→ U, . . .} then the predicate P appearing in universally-quantified expression
∀v : X • P is of type Predϑunionmulti‘x’ 7→X because the declaration of variable v with type X overrides its previous
type T . Let σ ∈ Bndϑ.
(∀v : X • P )(σ) =
{
1, if P (σ unionmulti ‘v’ 7→ r) = 1 for all r in X
0, otherwise.
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Statement Semantics Variable Procedure
S [[S]]ϑ,ρ(R) context V(ϑ, S) context P(ρ, S)
~v: [P , Q] (∀v : ϑ(‘v’) • (P ∧Q)⇒ R)[v/v0] ϑ ρ
: [P , Q] (P ∧Q)⇒ R ϑ ρ
if (i : I •Bi → Si) fi (∧i : I •Bi ⇒ [[Si]]V(ϑ,S),P(ρ,S)(R)) ∧
((∧i : I • ¬Bi)⇒ R)
ϑ ρ
|[ var v:T • S′ ]| ∀v:T • [[S′]]V(ϑ,S),P(ρ,S)(R)
provided v is not free in R
ϑ unionmulti ‘v’ 7→ T ρ
S1 ; S2 ([[S1]]V(ϑ,S),P(ρ,S) ◦ [[S2]]V(ϑ,S),P(ρ,S))(R) ϑ ρ
Table 2. Semantics of simple modelling language statements.
Existential quantification is then given by the usual equivalence: (∃v : X • P ) ≡ ¬(∀v : X • ¬P ).
The semantics of modelling language statements from Figure 1 are then defined via predicate transform-
ers, i.e., functions from predicates (postconditions) to predicates (preconditions) [BvW98, Ch. 11]. Let the
predicate transformers PTϑ be the set of all monotonic functions from Predϑ to Predϑ [BvW98, 11.2]. Log-
ical operators can be lifted straightforwardly to become predicate transformer constructors and predicates
in Predϑ can be treated as constants in PTϑ.
The set PTϑ forms a complete lattice ordered by the refinement relation ‘4’. Semantically, refinement
holds between two predicate transformers A and B whenever A is stronger than B with respect to the
entailment ordering in Predϑ.
A 4 B def= A(R)V B(R) for all predicates R in Predϑ
We write A  B when A 4 B and B 4 A. The top element of the lattice is predicate transformer >, i.e.,
>(R) ≡ true. The bottom element is ⊥, i.e., ⊥(R) ≡ false.
Normally, however, we wish to express refinement syntactically using statements in our modelling lan-
guage. Let [[S]]ϑ,ρ denote the predicate transformer function in PTϑ that defines the semantics of statement S
in variable context ϑ and procedure context ρ. Context ϑ provides types for free variables appearing in S,
and context ρ gives a semantics for free procedure calls in S. Therefore, given two statements S1 and S2, a
variable context ϑ, and a procedure context ρ, we define refinement ‘v’ of statement S1 to statement S2 in
these contexts in terms of refinement of the underlying predicate transformers [[S1]]ϑ,ρ and [[S2]]ϑ,ρ.
S1 vϑ,ρ S2 def= [[S1]]ϑ,ρ 4 [[S2]]ϑ,ρ
The refinement relation defines valid transformations from an abstract statement S1 to a concrete state-
ment S2, in contexts ϑ and ρ, as those that preserve desired properties, while possibly decreasing nondeter-
minism. We write S1 vwϑ,ρ S2 when S1 vϑ,ρ S2 and S2 vϑ,ρ S1.
4.4. Semantics of the Modelling Language
The predicate transformer definitions in Section 4.3 can now be used to provide a semantics for the pro-
gramming language described in Section 3.1. Our interest in a compilation formalism is not with showing the
‘correctness’ of the original program, but merely with preserving its behaviour during the translation. We are
not, therefore, concerned about whether the source program terminates or not. For this reason, it is sufficient
to base our semantics on Dijkstra’s weakest liberal preconditions [Dij76], which make no commitments about
termination.
Table 2 defines the predicate transformer semantics [[S]]ϑ,ρ(R) corresponding to the weakest liberal pre-
condition of each basic modelling language statement S with respect to some arbitrary predicate R in
Predϑ [MV90], in a variable context ϑ and procedure context ρ. Let ‘A ◦ B’ denote functional composition
of predicate transformers A and B. Recall that, for some postcondition predicate R, expression (A ◦B)(R)
is defined as A(B(R)) [BvW98, pp. 51, 190]. As usual, the semantics of a variable declaration ‘var’ uses
universal quantification [MV90, §21.3.4]. The statement is evaluated in the context V(ϑ, S), which is updated
with the declaration ‘v’ 7→ T .
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Statement S Syntactic equivalent
skip : [true , true]
v := E v: [true , v = E[v0/v]]
{P} : [P , true]
[Q] : [true , Q]
|[ con c = X • S′ ]| |[ var c: {X} • S′ ]|
provided c does not occur in any specification statement frame in S′
do (i : I •Bi → Si) od |[ proc p =ˆ if (i : I •Bi → Si ; call p)
 (∧i : I • ¬Bi)→ skip)
fi •
call p ]|
provided procedure name ‘p’ does not occur in any Bi or Si
Table 3. Semantics of loops and other traditional statements.
Statement Semantics Variable context Procedure context
S [[S]]ϑ,ρ V(ϑ, S) P(ρ, S)
|[ proc p(F ) =ˆ S1 • S′ ]| [[S′]]V(ϑ,S),P(ρ,S) ϑ ρy σ where ∀q : S•
σ(q) =
{
(S1,#ρ+ 1), q = ‘p(F )’
ρ(q), otherwise.
Table 4. Semantics of a procedure declaration.
Most of the definitions in Table 3 are unremarkable and follow the traditional weakest precondition defi-
nitions for simple programming language statements [Dij76] and specification statements [MV90]. However,
the semantics of an assertion {P} uses implication, rather than conjunction, in weakest liberal precondition
semantics because normal termination is not required [Dij76]. Also, our semantics for an assignment ‘v := E’
differs substantially from the simple substitution-based one normally used in the refinement calculus [MV90,
p. 182]. We use universal quantification to explicitly ensure that the target variable v and the expression E
are type compatible. If E is of type T then we obtain the usual substitution R[E/v], for the appropriate
value v of expression E. However, if E is of some other type, then the equality v = E[v0/v] will always be
‘false’, and the whole definition becomes ‘true’, which is equivalent to the unimplementable statementmagic
[MV90, p. 12]. (Recall that the mathematical ‘=’ operator, unlike its programming language counterpart,
can compare values of different types.) The assignment definition in Table 2 can be extended to multiple
assignments in the obvious way. The constant declaration is usually defined in terms of existential quan-
tification [MV90, §21.3.5]. However, so that we may reuse our variable contexts for constants, we instead
model a constant c of value X as a variable of singleton type ‘{X}’. In constant declarations we require
that the new name ‘c’ does not already appear in any specification statement frame in S′. If it does then
appropriate renaming must be applied [MV90, p. 185]. Given that we will shortly define a semantics for
recursive procedure calls, we adopt a simple approach to modelling iterative statements. Iteration is defined
as a block containing a call to a parameterless recursive procedure. The procedure calls itself as long as one
of the loop’s guards is true.
The semantics of procedure declarations is shown in Table 4. It is simply the semantics of the statement S′
within the scope of the procedure declaration, in a new context P(ρ, S). The new context models entry to
the scope of the procedure declaration by extending the existing procedure context ρ with a new signature
function σ. Function σ retains the same values for each existing signature q, except ‘p(F )’ which is updated
to point to the pair consisting of procedure p’s body S1, and the new nesting level #ρ+1. For clarity, Table 4
shows only one procedure declaration, but the definition generalises to multiple procedure declarations (at
the same nesting level) in the obvious way.
It remains to define a semantics for potentially recursive procedure calls. To do so we rely on the Knaster-
Tarski fixed point theory [Tar55]. If F : X → X is a monotone function on a complete lattice X, then we
define a set of ordinal-indexed functions derived from F [BvW98, 19.2]. Let ‘id’ be the identity function
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Formal Semantics Variable context ϑ′ = Procedure context ρ′ =
parameter F [[call p(F ) ↪→ a]]ϑ,ρ V(ϑ, call p(F ) ↪→ a) P(ρ′, call p(F ) ↪→ a)
val f :T [[f := a]]ϑ′,ρ ◦ Xϑ′,ρ′,‘p(F )’ ϑ unionmulti ‘f ’ 7→ T ρ(‘p(F )’)↑
res f :T ∀f : T • (Xϑ′,ρ′,‘p(F )’ ◦ [[a := f ]]ϑ′,ρ) ϑ unionmulti ‘f ’ 7→ T ρ(‘p(F )’)↑
valres f :T [[f := a]]ϑ′,ρ ◦ Xϑ′,ρ′,‘p(F )’ ◦ [[a := f ]]ϑ′,ρ ϑ unionmulti ‘f ’ 7→ T ρ(‘p(F )’)↑
nil Xϑ′,ρ′,‘p(F )’ ϑ ρ(‘p(F )’)↑
Table 5. Semantics of a call to a procedure with signature ‘p(F )’.
on X.
F 0
def= id
F β+1
def= F ◦ F β , for arbitrary ordinals β
Fλ
def= (∧β < λ • F β), for a limit ordinal λ
Fixed point theory then tells us that there exists an ordinal number α such that the greatest fixed point νF
can be found by α applications of F to the top element > in X.
νF  Fα(>)
Furthermore, if F is ω-∧-continuous, i.e., F (∧i∈Nxi) = ∧i∈NF (xi) for every directed family of xi in X, for
i ∈ N, then the greatest fixed point of F can be computed as follows.
νF  ∧i∈NF i(>)
With this theory in place, Table 5 then gives the semantics of a call to a procedure p, in contexts ϑ and ρ.
For clarity, we assume that procedure p was declared with either a single formal parameter f , of type T ,
or no parameter at all, but the definitions extend readily to parameter lists. Where the procedure has a
parameter, the table distinguishes between three different parameter-passing modes. The actual parameter a
must be an expression of type T for ‘val’ mode, and a variable of type T for ‘res’ and ‘valres’ modes (in
which case names ‘f ’ and ‘a’ are assumed distinct).
Where a parameter is present, parameter passing is modelled via the well-known approach of using
explicit assignments to and from the formal parameter f as appropriate [Nau01, p. 17]. The call semantics
is defined in a new variable context ϑ′ which is updated with the formal parameter’s declaration. In value
parameter modes, the call is preceded by an assignment to f from actual parameter a. In result parameter
modes, the call is followed by an assignment to a from f . In the value parameter cases the initial assignment
effectively declares formal parameter f as a new variable via the universal quantifier in the semantics of
assignment (Table 2). The scope of this declaration extends to the right through any applications of functional
composition ‘◦’. Universal quantification over f is done explicitly for the ‘res’ mode.
The call itself is evaluated in a particular procedure context ρ′, which represents the context in which
procedure p was declared. Recall from Section 4.2 that ρ(‘p(F )’)↑ is the context in which signature ‘p(F )’
was (most recently) declared, as viewed from the current context ρ.
The remainder of the procedure call’s meaning is then defined by a predicate transformer tuple
(Xε,µ,‘q(G)’)(ε,µ,‘q(G)’)∈B(ϑ,ρ,‘p(F )’)
where ϑ is a variable context, ρ is a procedure context, and ‘p(F )’ is a procedure signature. This tuple
denotes the greatest fixed point of the finite system of equations
Xε,µ,‘q(G)’  [[µ(‘q(G)’)†]]ε,µ(‘q(G)’)↑ , (ε, µ, ‘q(G)’) ∈ B(ϑ, ρ, ‘p(F )’)
in the tuple space (PTϑ)B(ϑ,ρ,‘p(F )’) of the predicate transformer lattice PTϑ. (Note that every cross product
of a complete lattice is a complete lattice with the componentwise ordering inherited from the underlying
lattice.)
The set B(ϑ, ρ, ‘p(F )’) is defined inductively as the smallest set that contains triple (ϑ, ρ, ‘p(F )’) and,
for any procedure call ‘call q(G) ↪→ b’, appearing in variable and procedure contexts ε and µ, respectively,
within procedure body ρ(‘p(F )’)†, all elements of the set B(ε, µ, ‘q(G)’).
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Note that all elementary statements in our language are defined with ω-∧-continuous predicate trans-
formers. By natural induction it can be proven from there that all compound statements in our language are
ω-∧-continuous predicate transformers. For this it is necessary to use the fact that all functions on predicate
transformers that are built with the elementary predicate transformers and the constructs in our language
are ω-∧-continuous transformers on the predicate transformer lattice.
Sequential composition of predicate transformers is monotone in that for any transformers S, T , and U
in PTϑ, if S 4 T then U ◦S 4 U ◦T . This monotonicity principle can be reformulated for statements in our
modelling language as the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Refinement monotonicity). Assume we have statements S1 and S2 and a statement con-
structor λS •C(S) in our modelling language and two contexts ϑ, ρ and ε, µ. If S1 vϑ,ρ S2 and if the contexts
V(ε, C(S1)) and ϑ are consistent, and if the semantic evaluation of every procedure call in S1 is the same
under P(µ, C(S1)) and ρ, then C(S1) vε,µ C(S2).
5. Refinement Laws for Compiling Procedures
This section describes the transformation rules for programs with subroutines. In the following refinement
laws we will always assume a variable context ϑ and a procedure context ρ. The program counter pc ranges
over some inductively ordered subset Σ of an address space (A,≺, ν).
5.1. Flattening nested loops
The machine code model is completed by providing a way of constructing target programs from the in-
dividual instructions introduced in Table 1. This requires both a way of labelling instructions with the
addresses at which they will reside, and of linking ‘sequences’ of instructions together, despite the presence
of branching instructions which may mean that instructions are not executed in their textual order. Fur-
thermore, to support refinement, these constructors must be applicable to any statements in the modelling
language [Fid97].
Using labelling of statements we may make addresses explicit in labelled sequences, when necessary.
Symbolic addresses can be introduced as follows.
Law 1 (Introduce symbolic address). Let S1, . . . , Sn be statements in our language. Let l = minΣ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n and α a fresh identifier, then
〈S1, . . . , Sn〉Σ vwϑ,ρ |[ conα = succi−1Σ (l) • 〈S1, . . . , α : Si, . . . , Sn〉Σ ]| .

The overall refinement goal is to derive a program expressed as a single labelled sequence, where each
statement in the sequence is one of the machine-level instructions from Table 1. However, applying the
refinement laws usually leads to a nested series of sequences. Such nesting can be ‘flattened’ by taking
advantage of the following property.
Law 2 (Flattening). Let Σ1 consist of n + 1 addresses α such that α1 ≺ · · · ≺ αn+1, and Σ2 consist of
m + 1 addresses β such that β1 ≺ · · · ≺ βm+1, where there is some αi, i ∈ 1 .. n, such that αi = β1 and
βm+1 = αi+1. Also, assume ϑ(‘pc’) = A and let for all statements Sj , j ∈ 1 .. n \ {i},
{pc /∈ β2 .. βm} ; Sj vwϑ,ρ {pc /∈ β2 .. βm} ; Sj ; [pc /∈ β2 .. βm] .
Then for any list of statements S˜i = S′1, . . . , S
′
m,
{pc /∈ β2 .. βm} ; 〈S1, . . . , 〈S˜i〉Σ2 , . . . , Sn〉Σ1 vwϑ,ρ {pc /∈ β2 .. βm} ; 〈S1, . . . , S˜i, . . . , Sn〉Σ1∪Σ2 .

In other words, a nested list of statements S˜i, occurring as the ith element in an ‘outer’ statement
sequence, can be ‘absorbed’ into the outer sequence as long as the nested addresses Σ2 can be accommodated
in the outer address ordering Σ1, and no outer action Sj jumps to an address used in the nested sequence
other than the first. Although the conditions on this property appear intimidating, this is not a problem in
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Law 3 (Introduce program counter). If (A,≺, ν) is an address space, S a program, pc a fresh identifier,
and (α, ω) ∈ dom(ν), then
S vwϑ,ρ |[var pc : A • pc := α ; (α : S) ; pc := ω]| .

Law 4 (Compile assignment). If ϑ(‘v’) = T , ϑ(‘pc’) = A, (α, ω) ∈ dom(ν) and r is a fresh variable
identifier then
α : v := E ; pc := ω vwϑ,ρ α : |[var r : T • 〈eval r, E, .2,
store v, r 〉Σαω ]| .

Law 5 (Compile sequence). If S1, S2 are program statements, S2 is pc-invariant, (α, ω) ∈ dom(ν) and
ϑ(‘pc’) = A then
α : (S1 ; S2) ; pc := ω vwϑ,ρ α : 〈S1 ; pc := .2,
S2 ; pc := ω 〉Σαω .

Law 6 (Compile choice). If S1, S2 are pc-invariant program statements, ϑ(‘pc’) = A, r a fresh identifier
and (α, ω) ∈ dom(ν), then
α : ifB → S1 ¬B → S2 fi ; pc := ω vwϑ,ρ α : |[var r : B • 〈eval r,B, .2,
brfalse r, .5,
S1 ; pc := .4,
jump ω,
S2 ; pc := ω 〉Σαω ]| .

Law 7 (Compile iteration). If S is a pc-invariant program statement, B a boolean expression not referring
to pc, ϑ(‘pc’) = A, r a fresh identifier and (α, ω) ∈ dom(ν), then
α : doB → S od ; pc := ω vwϑ,ρ α : |[var r : B • 〈jump .3,
S ; pc := .3,
eval r,B, .4,
brtrue r, .2 〉Σαω ]| .

Fig. 3. Compilation laws for executable statements.
practice because application of the refinement laws below always constructs specifications that obey these
addressing constraints, so the property can be applied to sequences constructed via refinement without
laboriously checking the conditions. Note that under the above assumptions,
succΣ1(αj) = succΣ1∪Σ2(αj) , j ∈ 1 .. n \ {i} , and
succΣ2(βj) = succΣ1∪Σ2(βj) , j ∈ 1 ..m
so this rule does not change the address allocation within machine instructions. This flattening property is
a special case of Back and Sere’s ‘merging nested loops’ refinement law [BS91, p. 22].
5.2. Compilation laws for simple statements
Figure 3 summarises previously-described ‘compilation laws’ for refining statements in our modelling lan-
guage to assembler code sequences [Fid97, LF97]. Law 3 introduces a global program counter variable pc,
with respect to an underlying address tuple (A,≺, ν). The remaining laws each begin with a program state-
ment, which is labelled by address α, and is followed by an assignment of address ω to pc, thus bracketing
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the statement with initial and final program counter values, respectively. We use the abbreviation
〈S1, . . . , Sn〉Σαω
def= 〈S1, . . . , Sn〉{ν(α,ω).1,...,ν(α,ω).n,ω}
for (α, ω) ∈ dom(ν). Each law produces a sequence of n statements, labelled by the well-defined ordering
α = ν(α, ω).1 ≺ ν(α, ω).2 ≺ · · · ≺ ν(α, ω).n. The address of the ith statement is thus ν(α, ω).i; we often
write just ‘.i’ when α and ω are clear from the context.
Intermediate statements that have yet to be refined all the way to machine instructions have a following
assignment added to leave the program counter with a particular value. Similarly, intermediate specification
variables r denoting registers are simply declared locally, with appropriate types, as required. (Ultimately,
however, these must be data-refined to a fixed number of globally-declared registers, and appropriate type
conversions from high-level language types to machine representations performed [DCS03].)
The statements on the left-hand side of the compilation rules may or may not refer to pc. If they do then
it must be assured that the statement is invariant with respect to the program counter.
Definition 1 (Variable invariance). Let ϑ be a variable context, ρ be a procedure context and v be a
variable identifier with ϑ(‘v’) = T . A program statement S is called v-invariant (under ϑ and ρ) if for all
values t, u ∈ T the following refinement equivalence holds.
{v = t} ; S vwϑ,ρ {v = t} ; v := u ; S ; v:=t
This property says that statement S does not change variable v and that S is not dependent on v.
All left-hand side loops of the above stated compilation rules exit with pc equal to ω, if they terminate.
This property will be maintained by all our compilation rules.
Definition 2 (Pc determinism). Let ϑ(‘pc’) = A and let X denote some set of addresses in A. A program
statement S exits with pc pointing to X (under ϑ and ρ) if the following property holds.
S vwϑ,ρ S ; [pc ∈ X]
Note that ‘variable invariance’ and ‘pc determinism’ are maintained under refinement equivalent trans-
formations within statement S because of Theorem 1.
5.3. Compilation laws for subroutines
We now extend the above compilation formalism to allow for procedure declarations and calls. In high-level
language programs, variables can be declared as required, and scoped locally. In machine code programs
these variables must ultimately be mapped to globally accessible memory locations.
5.3.1. Parameter transformation
To achieve the conversion from high-level procedure parameters to their implementation, we use an abstract
model of activation records [ASU86]. We use a globally-declared stack space which is shared by each run-
time instance of procedure p where space must be allocated for each formal parameter f and local procedure
variable v, each time the procedure is called. The special notations used are explained below
Law 8 (Remove formal parameter). Let S1 and S2 be statements in the modelling language and let fˆ
and vˆ be fresh identifiers. Let p be a procedure name that does not occur in S1 and S2. Assume furthermore
that identifiers f and v do not occur in S2, and that neither of them occurs in a local variable declaration
in S1 or S2 or any procedure called from S2 in context ρ. Then the following refinement equivalence holds
for F denoting the formal parameter list val f :T1, res f :T1 or valres f :T1.
|[proc p(F) =ˆ |[var v : T2 • S1 ]| • S2 ]| vwϑ,ρ |[varfˆ : seq(T1); vˆ : seq(T2) ; f : T1 ; v : T2•
|[proc p =ˆ Sˆ1 • Sˆ2 ]| ]|

Thus fˆ is used to stack the formal parameters and vˆ is used to stack the values of local variable v for
each procedure call. Note that v is no longer freshly declared after each call to procedure ‘p(F )’. The local
declaration of v has been replaced by a global declaration of v in the right-hand side code. Statements Sˆ1
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and Sˆ2 above denote the procedure body S1 and the program body S2 with all the procedure calls to ‘p(F )’
substituted by calls to the parameterless procedure ‘p’ and some adjusting assignments.
Sˆ1
def= S1[q(a)/(call p(F ) ↪→ a)]
Sˆ2
def= S2[q(a)/(call p(F ) ↪→ a)]
Expression ‘q(a)/(call p(F ) ↪→ a)’ denotes syntactic substitution of a call to ‘p(F )’ with actual parameter
‘a’ by expression ‘q(a)’. This substitution is only performed within the scope of ‘p(F )’. (Procedure calls
to procedures with name ‘p(F )’ nested in S1 or S2 must not be substituted.) The replacement ‘q(a)’ for
‘call p(F ) ↪→ a’ is defined as follows.
• If F denotes the value parameter ‘val f :T1’ then
q(a)
def= stack(f, v|fˆ , vˆ) ; f := a ; call p ; unstack(f, v|fˆ , vˆ) ;
• if F denotes the result parameter ‘res f :T1’ then
q(a)
def= stack(f, v|fˆ , vˆ) ; call p ; a := f ; unstack(f, v|fˆ , vˆ) ; and
• if F denotes the value-result parameter ‘valres f :T1’ then
q(a)
def= stack(f, v|fˆ , vˆ) ; f := a ; call p ; a := f ; unstack(f, v|fˆ , vˆ) .
The stack space is allocated and deallocated with the help of the following two operations. Let ‘r’ and
‘rˆ’ denote variable identifiers with ϑ(‘r’) = T and ϑ(‘rˆ’) = seq(T ). Then, stack space is allocated with
stack(r|rˆ) def= rˆ := rˆ_r ,
and this stack space is deallocated by
unstack(r|rˆ) def= r, rˆ := last(rˆ), front(rˆ) .
These functions are also applied to lists of variables. Law 8 generalises straightforwardly to lists f˜ and v˜ of
formal parameters and local variables, respectively, and also for combinations of value, result and value-result
parameters.
5.3.2. Compile procedure body
Law 8 gave us a way of changing the original substitution semantics and allocating stack space for local
variables and formal parameters by generating a parameterless procedure. The next rule says how a pa-
rameterless procedure declaration can be linked to fixed program counter positions and how an abstract
activation record for procedure calls can be introduced. For a call of procedure p we pass on information via
the return address stack rˆap.
Law 9 (Link procedure code). Let S1 and S2 denote two pc-invariant statements. If ϑ(‘pc’) = A, and
(α, ω) ∈ dom(ν), and rˆap is a fresh variable identifier, and ap, rp and mp are fresh constant identifiers then
α : |[proc p =ˆ S1 • S2]| ; pc := ω vwϑ,ρ α : |[ con ap = .2; rp = .3 ;mp = .4 •
var rˆap : seq(A) •
|[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S1 ; pc := rp〉{ap,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jump mp ,
mp : S2 ; pc := ω 〉{α,mp,ω} ]| ]|

Symbolic names have been declared, as logical constants, for the three significant address labels, ap, rp
and mp, denoting the addresses of the procedure body, the end of the procedure body and the program
body, respectively. (The subscript p makes obvious the connection to procedure p.) The procedure body is
enhanced with the commands ‘allocp’ and ‘repr rˆap’. The first pushes the return address (the current value
of pc) onto the address stack rˆap and sets the program counter to address ap, the address where the actual
code of procedure p resides.
allocp
def= rˆap, pc := rˆa_p 〈pc〉, ap
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The second statement denotes the action taken when a procedure call ends. It pops the stack of return
addresses and resets the program counter to the calling location by using the address most recently added
to rˆap.
This refinement step does not alter the semantics of procedure calls. In successive refinement steps
addresses must be attached to all procedure calls in statements S1 and S2. Then, as soon as every call
to procedure p has received a return address it is possible to place the procedure code between addresses
α and mp and replace the procedure calls by jumps to location ap (where the procedure code resides).
Eventually, after the removal of every call to procedure p, the formal procedure declaration proc p =ˆ . . .
can be eliminated.
To prepare for this complex refinement step we state an important invariance property that procedure p
in Law 9 fulfils. The variable context ϑ′ and procedure context ρ′ of the program body of the right-hand
side program in Law 9 are as follows.
ϑ′ def= ϑ unionmulti ‘ap’ 7→ {.2} unionmulti ‘rp’ 7→ {.3} unionmulti ‘mp’ 7→ {.4} unionmulti ‘rˆap’ 7→ seq(A)
ρ′ def= ρy σ where
σ(‘p’) def= (allocp ; 〈ap :S1 ; pc := rp 〉{ap,rp} ; repr rˆap ,#ρ+ 1)
σ(‘q’) def= ρ(q) for all q such that p 6= q
Proposition 1. A call to procedure p is pc-invariant under the above-defined contexts ϑ′ and ρ′.
This means that a call to procedure p does not change the program counter pc and the return address
stack rˆap. Furthermore, the result of a call to procedure p is not dependent on the program counter and
return address stack values. Note that these properties are maintained under refinement equivalence, and in
particular under all above stated transformation rules.
5.3.3. Compile procedure call
With the refinement rule of this section we can replace the original substitution semantics for procedure
calls [Mor94] by jumps to fixed locations in the code. For simplicity we state the rule in its single-parameter
version.
First we identify two invariance properties. Let ρ′ denote the procedure context for the left-hand side
program body in Law 10. The first property refers to Law 10 and states that no program fragment Si of the
procedure body jumps to locations reserved for the program body. The procedure in Law 10 always exits
with the program counter pointing to rp.
Property 1. The following program exits with pc pointing to rp under the contexts ϑ and ρ′.
allocp ; 〈ap : S1 , . . . , Sm 〉{ap,...,rp}
The second property asserts that no program statement Si of the program body jumps to locations
reserved for the procedure.
Property 2. The following program exits with pc pointing to ω under the contexts ϑ and ρ′.
{pc = mp} ; 〈mp : Sm+1 , . . . , Sn 〉{mp,...,ω}
Note that these properties hold trivially for the right-hand side code in Law 9 and that all previously
introduced laws are refinement equivalences that preserve these properties.
Law 10 (Compile procedure call). We assume ϑ(‘pc’) = A, and ϑ(‘rˆap’) = seq(A) and some distinct
addresses α ≺ ap ≺ rp ≺ mp ≺ ω. Let S1, . . . , Sm, . . . , Sn be statements with no nested calls to procedure p.
(This means if a call to p occurs in Si then Si must be of the form ‘δ : call p ; pc := γ’, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.) If calls
to procedure p are pc-invariant under the contexts ϑ and ρ′, and Property 1 and 2 hold then the following
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|[ proc fct (val i : nat ; res o : nat) =ˆ
if i = 0→ o := 1
 i 6= 0→ call fct (val i : nat ; res o : nat) ↪→ (i− 1, o) ;
o := o ∗ i
fi •
|[var t : nat • s := 0;
do n > 0→ call fct (val i : nat ; res o : nat) ↪→ (n, t) ;
s := s+ t ;
n := n− 1
od ]| ]|
Fig. 4. Program that sums all factorials up to a given number.
refinement equivalence holds.
α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S1, . . . , Sm〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jump mp ,
mp : Sm+1,
...
Sn 〉{α,mp,...,ω} ]|
vwϑ,ρ α : 〈 α : jump mp,
ap : S′1,
...
S′m,
rp : repr rˆap,
mp : S′m+1,
...
S′n 〉{α,ap,...,rp,mp,...,ω}

Abbrevation S′i denotes the substitution of ‘δ :call p;pc := γ’ by ‘δ :jmpr ap, rˆap, γ’ in Si. This refinement
law replaces every call to procedure p by a jump to procedure p’s body at location ap (generated in Law 9).
In addition, the return address γ is pushed onto the stack rˆap. After execution of the procedure body, control
will return to the statement at address γ (as determined by ‘repr rˆap’ in Section 5.3.2 above) and the return
address stack rˆap is restored.
6. Example
Consider the program in Figure 4 that sums all factorials up to a given number with a variable context ϑ
and a procedure context ρ. Variables n and s are assumed to be global variables for the program body with
both being of type nat, i.e., ϑ(‘n’) = ϑ(‘s’) = nat. We compile this program into assembler code by using
the refinement laws of the previous sections. The only explicit strategy for allocating registers to variables is
given by Law 4. This means that register spilling always occurs after each expression evaluation. To optimise
the compiled code it would then be necessary to apply optimisation rules [LF97].
In the first step we remove the formal procedure parameters by applying Law 8. The result of this
transformation is depicted in Figure 5 and shall be denoted by A. Note that we removed the redundant
assignment o := o in the procedure body. For conciseness during refinement we abbreviate the code fragments
as stated below.
S1
def= if i = 0 → o := 1 i 6= 0 → S11 fi
S11
def= stack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ; i := i− 1 ; call fct ;unstack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ; o := o ∗ i
S2
def= s := 0 ; S12
S12
def= do n > 0 → S22 od
S22
def= stack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ; i := n ; call fct ; t := o ; unstack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ; s := s+ t ; n := n− 1
The compilation process begins by introducing the program counter variable pc via Law 3.
A vwϑ,ρ |[var pc : A • pc := α ;A ; pc := ω ]|
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|[var iˆ, oˆ, tˆ : seq(nat) ; i, o, t : nat •
|[proc fct =ˆ if i = 0→ o := 1
 i 6= 0→ stack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ;
i := i− 1 ;
call fct ;
unstack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ;
o := o ∗ i
fi •
s := 0 ;
do n > 0 → stack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ;
i := n ;
call fct ;
t := o ;
unstack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ;
s := s+ t ;
n := n− 1
od]| ]|
Fig. 5. Program after removing the formal parameter for procedure fct with Law 8.
We then link the procedure and program body to distinct program counter addresses with Law 9. Let
ϑ1
def= ϑ unionmulti ‘pc’ 7→ A.
α :A ; pc := ω vwϑ1,ρ α : |[ con afct = .2; rfct = .3 ;mfct = .4 •|[var rˆafct : seq(A) •
|[proc fct =ˆ allocfct ; 〈afct : S1 ; pc := rfct 〉{afct,rfct} ; repr rˆafct •〈 α : jump mfct ,
mfct : S2 ; pc := ω 〉{α,mfct,ω}]| ]| ]|
The ‘if’ statement in the procedure body is refined using Law 6 and by introducing labels as follows. Let
ϑ2
def= ϑ1 unionmulti ‘afct’ 7→ {.2} unionmulti ‘rfct’ 7→ {.3} unionmulti ‘mfct’ 7→ {.4} unionmulti ‘rˆafct’ 7→ seq(A) and ρ1 be defined by ρy σ where
σ(‘fct’) = (S1,#ρ+ 1) and σ(‘q’) = ρ(‘q’) for q 6= fct.
afct : S1 ; pc := rfct vwϑ2,ρ1 afct : |[var r1 : B •|[ con l1 = ν(afct, rfct).2 ; l2 = ν(afct, rfct).5 ; l3 = ν(afct, rfct).3 •
〈 eval r1, (i = 0), l1 ,
l1 : brfalse r1, l2 ,
l3 : o := 1 ; pc := l4 ,
l4 : jump rfct ,
l2 : S11 ; pc := rfct 〉Σafctrfct ]| ]|
The assignment o := 1 can be refined with Law 4. Let ϑ3
def= ϑ2 unionmulti ‘r1’ 7→ B unionmulti ‘l1 ’ 7→ {ν(afct, rfct).2} unionmulti ‘l2 ’ 7→
{ν(afct, rfct).5} unionmulti ‘l3 ’ 7→ {ν(afct, rfct).3}.
l3 : o := 1 ; pc := l4 vwϑ3,ρ1 l3 : |[var r2 : nat •|[ con l5 = ν(l3 , l4 ).2 •
〈 eval r2, 1, l5 ,
l5 : store o, r2 〉Σl3l4 ]| ]|
Program fragment S11 is transformed with a generalisation of Law 5 for arbitrary sequential compositions.
We further replace the statements ‘stack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ);pc := l6 ’ and ‘unstack(i, t, o|ˆi, tˆ, oˆ) ;pc := l9 ’ with the
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refinement equivalent commands ‘stav i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l6 ’ and ‘strm i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l9 ’.
l2 : S11 ; pc := rfct vwϑ3,ρ1 l2 : |[ con Labrl6 = ν(rfct, l2 ).2; l7 = ν(rfct, l2 ).3 ; l8 = ν(rfct, l2 ).4 ;
l9 = ν(rfct, l2 ).5 •
〈 stav i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l6 ,
l6 : i := i− 1 ; pc := l7 ,
l7 : call fct ; pc := l8 ,
l8 : strm i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l9 ,
l9 : o := o ∗ i ; pc := rfct 〉Σl2rfct ]|
By applying Law 4 to the two assignments in the right-hand side code and then applying the flattening
Law 2 we obtain the following refinement.
l2 : S11 ; pc := rfct vwϑ3,ρ1 l2 : |[var r3, r4 : nat •|[ con l6 = ν(rfct, l2 ).2 ; l7 = ν(rfct, l2 ).3 ; l8 = ν(rfct, l2 ).4 ;
l9 = ν(rfct, l2 ).5 ; l10 = ν(l7 , l6 ).2 ; l11 = ν(rfct, l9 ).2 •
〈 stav i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l6 ,
l6 : eval r3, (i− 1), l10 ,
l10 : store i, r3 ,
l7 : call fct ; pc := l8 ,
l8 : strm i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l9 ,
l9 : eval r4, (o ∗ i), l11 ,
l11 : store o, r4 〉{l2 ,l6 ,...,l11 ,rfct} ]| ]|
By applying the flattening rule, Law 2 to the above program fragments we then obtain the following com-
pilation for the procedure body, where the constants are defined as above.
afct : S1 ; pc := rfct vwϑ1,ρ1 afct : |[var r1 : B; r2, r3, r4 : nat •|[ con l1 = ν(afct, rfct).2 ; . . . ; l11 = ν(rfct, l9 ).2 •
〈 evalr1, (i = 0), l1 ,
l1 : brfalse r1, l2 ,
l3 : eval r2, 1, l5 ,
l5 : store o, r2 ,
l4 : jump rfct ,
l2 : stav i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l6 ,
l6 : eval r3, (i− 1), l10 ,
l10 : store i, r3 ,
l7 : call fct ; pc := l8 ,
l8 : strm i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l9 ,
l9 : eval r4, (o ∗ i), l11 ,
l11 : store o, r4 〉{afct,l1 ,...,l11 ,rfct} ]| ]|
It remains to refine the program body. The sequential components are separated out with Law 5 and the
assignment s := 0 is refined with Law 4. We skip this refinement and the succeeding application of the
flattening Law 2 which leads to the following program.
mfct : S2 ; pc := ω vwϑ1,ρ1 mfct : |[var r5 : nat •|[ con l12 = ν(mfct, ω).2 ; l13 = ν(mfct, l12 ).2•
〈mfct : eval r5, 0, l13 ,
l13 : store s, r5 ,
l12 : S12 ; pc := ω 〉{mfct,l12 ,l13 ,ω} ]| ]|
Loop S12 is refined by Law 7 with the following variable context. Let ϑ4
def= ϑ1 unionmulti ‘r5’ 7→ nat unionmulti ‘l12 ’ 7→
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{ν(mfct, ω).2} unionmulti ‘l13’ 7→ {ν(mfct, l12 ).2}.
l12 : S12 ; pc := ω vwϑ4,ρ1 l12 : |[var r6 : B •|[ con l14 = ν(l12 , ω).3 ; l15 = ν(l12 , ω).2 ; l16 = ν(l12 , ω).4 •
〈 jump l14 ,
l15 : S22 ; pc := l14 ,
l14 : eval r6, (n > 0), l16 ,
l16 : brtrue r6, l15 〉Σ l12ω ]| ]|
We omit the refinement of S22 with Law 5, the succeeding application of Law 4 to the four assignment
statements of S22 and the application of the flattening Law 2 which leads to the following rearrangement of
the program body.
mfct : S2 ; pc := ω vwϑ1,ρ1 mfct : |[var r6 : B; r7, r8, r9, r10 : nat •|[ con l12 = ν(mfct, ω).2 ; . . . ; l26 = ν(l22 , l14 ).2 •
〈mfct : eval r5, 0, l13 ,
l13 : store s, r5 ,
jump l14 ,
l15 : stav i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l17 ,
l17 : eval r7, n ,
l23 : store i, r7 ,
l18 : call fct ; pc := l19 ,
l19 : eval r8, o, l24 ,
l24 : store t, r8 ,
l20 : strm i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l21 ,
l21 : eval r9, (s+ t), l25 ,
l25 : store s, r9 ,
l22 : eval r10, (n− 1), l26 ,
l26 : store n, r10 ,
l14 : eval r6, (n > 0), l16 ,
l16 : brtrue r6, l15 〉{mainp ,l12 ,...,l26 ,ω} ]| ]|
Flattening out the code for the procedure and the program body with Law 2 results in a program where all
procedure calls can be removed as per Law 10. The final code is shown in Figure 6.
7. Discussion
In the procedure contexts defined in Section 4.2, the nesting level ‘pointers’ always refer directly back to the
level at which the procedure in question was originally declared. By following such links, we have therefore
modelled static scoping of nested procedure declarations [Mac83, §3.3]. A call to some procedure q, appearing
in the body of a procedure p, will refer to the particular procedure q that was visible at the point where
p was declared, not some q visible in the context from which p was called. In practice, static scoping has
long been considered superior to dynamic scoping because it makes programs easier to understand [Mac83,
§3.3]. It is used as the basis for block-structured languages descended from Algol [Mac83, pp. 162–3], and is
achieved at run time by maintaining static links in the stack of procedure activation records (call frames)
that point directly back to the declaration-level record [Mac83, §6.2].
Unfortunately, the way Guarded Command Language ‘var’ declarations were used as the basis for declar-
ing variables in Section 4.4 means that free (global) variables in procedure bodies are bound dynamically in
our formalism. For example, consider the following program fragment [Mac83, p. 114].
var v : T• -- global variable declaration
proc p =ˆ v := 1• -- procedure that refers to free variable
call p ;
var v : T• -- local variable declaration
call p
Procedure p assigns to a free variable v. In the first call to p, the programmer’s intention is clearly that p
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A vwϑ,ρ |[var iˆ, oˆ, tˆ : seq(nat); i, o, t : nat; pc : A; r1, r6 : B;
r2, r3, r4, r5, r7, r8, r9, r10 : nat •
|[ con l1 = ν(afcts , rfct).2 ; . . . ; l26 = ν(l22 , l14 ).2 •
〈 α : jump mfct ,
afct : eval r1, (i = 0), l1 ,
l1 : brfalse r1, l2 ,
l3 : eval r2, 1, l5 ,
l5 : store o, r2 ,
l4 : jump rfct ,
l2 : stav i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l6 ,
l6 : eval r3, (i− 1), l10 ,
l10 : store i, r3 ,
l7 : jmpr afct , rˆafct , l8 ,
l8 : strm i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l9 ,
l9 : eval r4, (o ∗ i), l11 ,
l11 : store o, r4 ,
rfct : returnfct ,
mfct : eval r5, 0, l13 ,
l13 : store s, r5 ,
jump l14 ,
l15 : stav i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l17 ,
l17 : eval r7, n ,
l23 : store i, r7 ,
l18 : jmpr afct , rˆafct , l19 ,
l19 : eval r8, o, l24 ,
l24 : store t, r8 ,
l20 : strm i t o, iˆ tˆ oˆ, l21 ,
l21 : eval r9, (s+ t), l25 ,
l25 : store s, r9 ,
l22 : eval r10, (n− 1), l26 ,
l26 : store n, r10 ,
l14 : eval r6, (n > 0), l16 ,
l16 : brtrue r6, l15 〉{α,l1 ,...,l26 ,ω} ]| ]|
Fig. 6. Compiled code for the factorial program.
will assign a value to the global variable v. However, the second call to p appears within the scope of a
local variable declaration with the same name. In Algol-like languages any call to p will be evaluated in the
environment of the declaration (static scoping) and the second call will still assign to the global variable v,
rather than the locally-declared one. References to global variables at a particular point in the code access the
statically-enclosing declaration [BE76, p. 202], and this is again achieved at run time via static links between
call frames [Wat89, §7.2.4]. However, the semantics defined in Section 4.4 does not follow this convention. It
instead implements dynamic scoping of variable declarations. It binds free variables in procedure bodies to
declarations in the caller’s context, thus associating the assignment in the second call to p above with the
local variable declaration. Therefore, our formalism must be used with care in this situation. Appropriate
variable renaming must be applied if static scoping is desired. This problem is common to attempts to define
a semantics for procedures in the Guarded Command Language. For instance, Naumann similarly notes that
variable ‘re-declarations’ can be allowed in his semantics only via source-level renaming [Nau01, §9].
In defining contexts in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we used declarations within quotation marks so that we could
manipulate them as program syntax, rather than as their underlying semantics. This was a somewhat ad
hoc solution to another problem commonly encountered in such models. By contrast, Naumann developed a
more sophisticated (and correspondingly more complicated) solution by defining a ‘higher order’ semantics
which can directly manipulate program statements [Nau01].
Our overall approach is to separate the two tasks of compiling high-level language programs into inter-
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mediate-level assembler code, and subsequent assembly of this code into machine-specific instructions. In
other words, we follow the usual distinction between front-end and back-end compilation phases. In this
paper we have dealt with the first phase only, which primarily concerns transforming the control structure
of the program. The latter task involves transformation of high-level data structures to machine-level ones.
From a refinement perspective, this is usually a non-equivalence preserving step, since the finiteness of real
machine word sizes and consequent type limitations implies that the resulting machine program is correct
only on a finite set of inputs. Refinement of high-level to machine-specific data structures has been addressed
elsewhere [BK96], although much more work is needed. Nevertheless, assembly of intermediate level code to
machine instructions is a relatively straightforward exercise, and is already handled in formalisms developed
for porting machine code from one architecture to another [CS97, CSF98].
Considering our set of ‘refinement’ laws as the code generation rules of an abstract compiler, its correctness
is granted by correctness of the underlying refinement calculus. Taking advantage of our fairly generous
form of expression evaluation using the eval instruction, we could potentially prove ‘completeness’ of the
compilation strategy, meaning that every high-level language program with procedures can be compiled to
an equivalent assembler program in our model.
To achieve a realistic, yet still reasonably abstract, way of allocating and manipulating stack space for
procedures we had to modify the original substitution semantics for procedure calls [Mor90] and provide a
model for mutual recursion. Abstract stacks even allow for nested procedure declarations using the same
procedure identifiers. No renaming of procedure identifiers is necessary. Furthermore, our compilation laws
for procedures make it possible to generate stack space for any wanted variable, simply by introducing fresh
variables of sequence type. Unlike the conventional refinement calculus, our model also provides for explicit
allocations of types to free variables via the variable contexts.
All of the ‘refinement’ laws presented above are actually equivalence-preserving program transformations
that can be applied in both directions. Therefore, the full power of the refinement calculus was not needed
because our original ‘specifications’, i.e., high-level language programs, do not contain abstract concepts
such as nondeterminism or ‘mathematical’ data structures. (As explained above, non-equivalence preserving
refinement steps would be necessary for subsequent data refinements of assembler to machine code.) In
theory, though, we do not have to begin with a high-level language program. We could instead begin with
an abstract specification and refine it to a high-level language program first, or even refine a specification
directly to assembler code.
We used a partial correctness model based on weakest liberal preconditions. A total correctness approach
with weakest precondition semantics would have been also possible, but more complicated. Total correctness
implies that the source program must make the same or similar restrictions on the data structures as the
target program—in other words, the domain where the source code diverges can never increase during a
refinement. Therefore, a refinement of an abstract program based on weakest precondition semantics to
machine code must have the same type limitations for input and output variables in both programs (local
variables are irrelevant since they are hidden anyway). In a wider sense, partial correctness results, within
the weakest precondition approach, can be achieved only by restricting the data structures of the source
program equivalently to the data restrictions imposed by the target program.
8. Conclusion
We have shown that compilation of procedures in high-level language programs can be modelled in a refine-
ment calculus with predicate transformer semantics. The resulting procedure semantics and compilation rules
are complex, but nevertheless support procedure compilation in the most general setting, allowing for mutual
recursion, overloaded procedure names, nested declarations, and various forms of procedure parameters and
local variables.
Our approach to modelling parameter passing uses explicit assignments and a ‘context’ which ensures
that all variables in the procedure body are bound, thus avoiding the problems with free variables found
in a substitution-based semantics [CSW99]. To handle recursive procedures, program variables were treated
semantically as sequences, so that state information can be ‘stacked’ at each call. We also needed to explicitly
carry information about procedure body and return addresses through the refinement laws. Compared to
some other procedure semantics [Hes99, Nau01], our approach emphasises operational behaviour over the-
oretical elegance, but this seems inevitable when modelling programs at the assembler level. On the other
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hand, our use of separate ‘stacks’ for each parameter or variable is less like an actual implementation than
in some other models [DCS03].
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A. Proofs
This appendix contains the proofs of the theorems of this paper.
A.1. Proof of Law 8 (Remove formal parameter)
We structure the proof into the following two steps.
Step 1 With the assumptions stated in Law 8 the following refinement holds.
|[proc p(valresf : T1) =ˆ
|[var v : T2 • S1 ]| • S2 ]|
vwI,ρ |[varfˆ : seq(T1); vˆ : seq(T2); f : T1 ; v : T2•
|[proc (p =ˆ Sˆ1 || p(valresf : T1) =ˆ |[var v : T2 • S1]|) • S2 ]| ]|
Proof of Step 1 This refinement equivalence is a conventional introduction of fresh global variables and
a fresh procedure name. The transformation changes the variable and procedure context for all statements
in S1 and S2 in such that global types for v, vˆ, f and fˆ are assumed in every context and procedure p
obtains the semantics of Sˆ1. With an induction argument over the syntax of the statements in our modelling
language it is possible to verify that under these changes of the context the semantics of any statement in
S1 and S2 remains unchanged. There are no unwanted additional bindings of free variables introduced since
f and v do not occur in S2 and in every procedure called from S2 under the procedure context ρ.
Step 2 Let ‘pˆ’ denote the signature ‘p(valresf : T1)’, where f was assumed to be a value-result parameter.
(The proofs for other or mixed formal parameter types are similar.) Step 1 allows us to assume the following
variable context ε and procedure context µ for the program body S2. The context ε is defined by
ε
def= ϑ unionmulti ‘fˆ ’ 7→ seq(T1) unionmulti ‘vˆ’ 7→ seq(T2) unionmulti ‘f ’ 7→ T1 unionmulti ‘v’ 7→ T2
and the procedure context µ is defined by ρy σ where
σ(p) = (Sˆ1,#ρ+ 1) , σ(pˆ) = (S1,#ρ+ 1) , µ(q) = ρ(q) for all q /∈ {pˆ, p} .
Then, the following refinement holds.
S2 vwε,µ Sˆ2
Proof of Step 2 Under the context ε and µ we verify that any procedure call of the form ‘call p(valres f :
T1) ↪→ a’, occurring in S1 or S2, is always evaluated under a context ε′ with ε′(‘f ’) = T1, ε′(‘v’) = T2,
ε′(‘fˆ ’) = seq(T1), and ε′(‘vˆ’) = seq(T2). This is because we did not allow local variables with names ‘v’ or ‘f ’
in S1 and S2, and ‘fˆ ’ and ‘vˆ’ are fresh identifiers that do not occur in any of the involved statements.
The semantics of any procedure call ‘call p(valresf ;T1) ↪→ a’ in S1 or S2 with actual parameter ‘a’, in
some variable context ε′ and procedure context ρ′ is then obtained as follows. For simplicity, we leave out
the stacking operations for v and vˆ which are analogous to the stacking operations for f and fˆ . Note that
according to the definition of ρ′, the equality µ = ρ′(pˆ) ↑= ρ′(p) ↑ holds.
[[call p(valres f : T1) ↪→ a]]ε′,ρ′  [[f := a]]ε′unionmulti‘f ’ 7→T1,ρ′ ◦ X(ε′unionmulti‘f ’ 7→T1),ρ′(pˆ)↑,pˆ ◦ [[a := f ]]ε′unionmultif 7→T1,ρ′
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 “Since ε′(‘f ’) = T1 and µ = ρ′(pˆ) ↑ ”
[[f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ Xε′,µ,pˆ ◦ [[a := f ]]ε′,ρ′
The semantics of Xε′,µ,pˆ is defined via the greatest fixed point of the following system of equations.
Xε,θ,q  [[θ(q)†]]ε,θ(q)↑ , (ε, θ, q) ∈ B(ε′, ρ′, pˆ)
On the other hand, the semantics of the substitute ‘q(a)’ is derived as follows.
[[q(a)]]ε′,ρ′  [[stack(f, fˆ) ; f := a ; call p ; a := f ; unstack(f, fˆ) ]]ε′,ρ′
 [[stack(f, fˆ) ; f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ Yε′,ρ′(p)↑,p ◦ [[a := f ; unstack(f, fˆ) ]]ε′,ρ′
 “Since µ = ρ′(p) ↑ ”
[[stack(f, fˆ) ; f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ Yε′,µ,p ◦ [[a := f ; unstack(f, fˆ) ]]ε′,ρ′
The semantics of Yε′,p,µ is defined as the greatest fixed point of the following system of equations.
Yε,θ,q  [[θ(q)†]]ε,θ(q)↑ , (ε, θ, q) ∈ B(ε′, ρ′, p)
This shows how the fixed point equations for ‘call p(valres f : T1) ↪→ a’ and ‘q(a)’ are determined. Both
systems have the same number of equations and the semantics of ‘q(a)’ is determined from the one for
‘call p(valres f : T1) ↪→ a’ by substitutions as outlined above. To simplify the notation in the following let
us denote the system of fixed point equations for ‘call p(valres f : T1) ↪→ a’ by
(Xj)1≤j≤n = (Fj(X1, . . . , Xn))1≤j≤n
and the one for ‘q(a)’ by
(Yj)1≤j≤n = (Gj(Y1, . . . , Yn))1≤j≤n .
We denote (Fj(X1, . . . , Xn))1≤j≤n by F (X1, . . . , Xn) and (Gj(Y1, . . . , Yn))1≤j≤n by G(Y1, . . . , Yn). The pro-
jection of them-th iteration Fm(X1, . . . , Xn) to the j-th coordinate shall be abbreviated by Fmj (X1, . . . , Xn),
1 ≤ j ≤ n. The greatest fixed point of the equation for ‘call p(valres f : T1) ↪→ a’ is then equal to
∧m∈NFm(>, . . . ,>) .
This is because for ω-continuous predicate transformers the above expression denotes the greatest fixed
point. We then state the following two properties which can be proven by induction over the syntax of the
modelling language and the natural numbers.
(i) Let S be a statement in the language consisting of the modelling language plus the command TOP
denoting the top-element ‘>’ of the predicate transformer lattice and let ε be a variable context and ρ
a procedure context such that ε(‘f ’) = T , ε(‘fˆ ’) = seq(T ) for some type T and for some variable fˆ not
occurring in S. Then the following refinement equivalence holds.
f := a ; S ; a := f vwε,ρ stack(f, fˆ) ; f := a ; S ; a := f ; unstack(f, fˆ)
(ii) Fm(>, . . . ,>)  Gm(>, . . . ,>), for all m ∈ N.
Proof of property (ii) Assume that Property (ii) holds for m ∈ N. Then,
Fm+1(>, . . . ,>)  F (Fm(>, . . . ,>))
 “By Property (i) applied to every call to ‘p’”
G(Fm(>, . . . ,>))
 “By induction hypothesis”
G(Gm(>, . . . ,>))
 Gm+1(>, . . . ,>)
Provided Properties (i) and (ii) hold, Step 2 can be proven with the help of Theorem 1 as follows. After
possibly renumbering the coordinates of F and G we may assume that the fixed points
∧m∈NFm1 (>, . . . ,>) and ∧m∈N Gm1 (>, . . . ,>)
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determine the semantics of Xε′,µ,pˆ and Yε′,µ,p. Then we obtain the following equivalences from the ω-
conjunctivity of all involved predicate transformers.
[[call p(valres f : T1) ↪→ a]]ε′,ρ′
 [[f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ Xε′,µ,pˆ ◦ [[a := f ]]ε′,ρ′
 [[f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ ∧m∈NFm1 (>, . . . ,>) ◦ [[a := f ]]ε′,ρ′
 “By ω-conjunctivity”
∧m∈N[[f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ Fm1 (>, . . . ,>) ◦ [[a := f ]]ε′,ρ′
 “By Property (i)”
∧m∈N[[stack(f, fˆ) ; f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ Fm1 (>, . . . ,>) ◦ [[a := f ; unstack(f, fˆ)]]ε′,ρ′
 “By Property (ii)”
∧m∈N[[stack(f, fˆ) ; f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦Gm1 (>, . . . ,>) ◦ [[a := f ; unstack(f, fˆ)]]ε′,ρ′
 “By ω-conjunctivity”
[[stack(f, fˆ) ; f := a]]ε′,ρ′ ◦ ∧m∈NGm1 (>, . . . ,>) ◦ [[a := f ; unstack(f, fˆ)]]ε′,ρ′
 [[q(a)]]ε′,ρ′
Step 1 and Step 2 together with Theorem 1 then lead to the assertion we wanted to prove.

A.2. Proof of Law 9 (Link procedure code)
The introduction of the fresh variable rˆap and the fresh constants ap, mp, rp is shown with variable and
constant introduction rules as for the weakest precondition semantics [Mor94]. After this step it is straight-
forward to prove that under assertion {pc = α}, the right-hand side code is equivalent to the left-hand side
code of Law 9 because the statements at locations ap and rp are never ‘reached’.

A.3. Proof of Law 10 (Compile procedure call)
We outline the proof in the following six steps.
Step 1 Let S′′i stand for Si with every occurrence of ‘(δ : call p ; pc := γ)’ replaced by the statement
‘(δ : pc := γ ; call p)’. Then the following refinement holds.
α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S1 ,
...
Sm 〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jump mp ,
mp : Sm+1,
...
Sn 〉{α,mp,...,ω} ]|
vwϑ,ρ α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jump mp ,
mp : S′′m+1,
...
S′′n 〉{α,mp,...,ω} ]|
This step is shown with the pc-invariance of procedure p and Theorem 1 for replacing every call to p.
δ : call p ; pc := γ vwϑ,ρ′ “Because procedure p is pc-invariant and Theorem 1”
δ : pc := γ ; call p ; pc := δ ; pc := γ
vwϑ,ρ′ δ : pc := γ ; pc := γ ; call p ; pc := γ
vwϑ,ρ′ “Because procedure p is pc-invariant”
δ : pc := γ ; call p
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Importantly, Properties 1 and 2 in Section 5.3.3 are maintained under this transformation for the commands
S′′i instead of Si. Also, every call to procedure p in the right-hand side program of Step 1 is pc-invariant
under the variable context ϑ and the updated procedure context ρ′.
Step 2 Let S′′i be defined as in Step 1. Then the following refinement equivalence holds.
α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jump mp ,
mp : S′′m+1,
...
S′′n 〉{α,mp,...,ω} ]|
vwϑ,ρ α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jumpmp,
ap : 〈ap : S′′1 , . . . , S′′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,rp,mp}
mp : S′′m+1,
...
S′′n 〉{α,ap,mp,...,ω} ]|
This step is proved by unfolding both sides and by using Property 2 which asserts that the program body
never jumps to locations reserved for the procedure. The procedure has been copied into the main program
loop but the copy cannot be reached in this setting. This transformation maintains Property 1 and Property 2,
and calls to procedure p are pc-invariant under the context ϑ and ρ′.
Step 3 Let S′′i be defined as in Step 1 and let S
′
i denote the command Si where every occurence of ‘(δ :
call p ; pc := γ)’ is replaced by ‘(δ : pc := γ ; allocp)’. Then the following refinement equivalence holds.
α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jump mp ,
ap : 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,rp,mp}
mp : S′′m+1,
...
S′′n 〉{α,mp,...,ω} ]|
vwϑ,ρ α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •〈 α : jump mp,
ap : 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,rp,mp}
mp : S′m+1,
...
S′n 〉{α,ap,mp,...,ω} ]|
This step is shown by comparing the semantics of S′′i and S
′
i, for m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and by showing their
equivalence by unfolding, using Properties 2 and 1, and the pc-invariance of calls to p. This transformation
replaces the procedure calls of the program body by jumps to location ap in the program body where a
copy of the procedure code resides. As above, Property 1, and the pc-invariance of calls to procedure p are
preserved in this transformation.
Note that Property 2 does not hold for the replacements S′i of S
′′
i , where m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Instead, the
following property holds.
Property 3. The following program exits with pc pointing to ω or ap under the variable context ϑ and the
updated procedure context ρ′.
{pc = mp} ; 〈mp : S′m+1, . . . , S′n 〉{mp,...,ω}
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Step 4 Let S′′i be defined as in Step 1. Then the following refinement equivalence holds for the procedure’s
code.
|[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} ; repr rˆap •
ap : 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,mp} ]|
vwϑ,ρ |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} •
ap : 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,mp} ]|
In this transformation, the calls to return commands are directed to the return command that occurs in
the loop of the program body. This step is shown by unfolding both sides and by the use of Property 1 as
follows. The fixed point equations for the left-hand side program are derived by stating the equation for the
program body and the procedure body seperately. The fixed point function for the left-hand side program
body shall be denoted by
F (X,Y ) = pc = ap ⇒ [[S′′1 ]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X
∧ . . .
∧ pc = .m⇒ [[S′′m]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X
∧ pc = rp ⇒ [[repr rˆap]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X
∧ pc /∈ {ap, . . . , .m, rp} ⇒ [[skip]]ϑ,ρ′
where every call to procedure ‘p’ of the form ‘[[(δ : pc := γ ; p)]]ϑ,ρ′ ’ in S
′′
i has been replaced by the statement
‘[[(δ : pc := γ ; allocp)]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦Y ◦ [[repr rˆap]]ϑ,ρ′ ’. The fixed point function for the left-hand side procedure body
of Step 4 shall be denoted by
G(Y ) = pc = ap ⇒ [[S′′1 ]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦ Y
∧ . . .
∧ pc = .m⇒ [[S′′m]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦ Y
∧ pc /∈ {ap, . . . , .m} ⇒ [[skip]]ϑ,ρ′
where every call to ‘p’ of the form ‘[[(δ : pc := γ ; call p)]]ϑ,ρ′ ’ in S
′′
i has been replaced by the statement
‘[[(δ :pc := γ ;allocp)]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦Y ◦ [[repr rˆap]]ϑ,ρ′ ’. The greatest fixed point (X,Y ) of the system (F (X,Y ), G(Y ))
provides the semantics for the left-hand side program body in X.
The use of Property 1 and Theorem 1 provides an ‘equivalent’ system of functions where the coercion
[pc = rp] has been added after each call to procedure ‘p’ (before the return command). In the following we
denote by F1(X,Y ) and G1(Y ) the functions F (X,Y ) and G(Y ) where every call to procedure ‘p’ of the
form ‘[[(δ : pc := γ ; call p)]]ϑ,ρ′ ’ in S
′′
i is replaced by ‘[[(δ : pc := γ ; allocp)]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦ Y ◦ [[[pc = rp] ; repr rˆap]]ϑ,ρ′ ’.
The system of fixed point functions (F1(X,Y ), G1(Y )) can be then transformed into the following single
fixed point function.
F2(X) = pc = ap ⇒ [[S′′1 ]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X
∧ . . .
∧ pc = .m⇒ [[S′′m]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X
∧ pc = rp ⇒ [[repr rˆap]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X
∧ pc /∈ {ap, . . . , .m, rp} ⇒ [[skip]]ϑ,ρ′
where every call to procedure ‘p’ of the form ‘[[(δ : pc := γ ; call p)]]ϑ,ρ′ ’ has been replaced by the statement
‘[[(δ :pc := γ ;allocp)]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X ◦ [[[pc = rp];repr rˆap]]ϑ,ρ′ ’. By unfolding it is possible to transform F2(X) into the
function F3(X) and into F4(X) where every call to procedure ‘p’ of the form ‘[[(δ:pc := γ;call p)]]ϑ,ρ′ ’ in S
′′
i has
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been replaced by the statement ‘[[(δ :pc := γ ;allocp)]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X’ and ‘[[(δ :pc := γ ;allocp)]]ϑ,ρ′ ◦X◦[[[pc = rp]]]ϑ,ρ′ ’,
respectively.
But F3(X) defines the fixed point equation of the right-hand side code in Step 4 and the ‘equivalent’
function F4(X) tells us that Property 1 is maintained under this transformation. This proves Step 4.
The refinement equivalence of Step 4 can now be used to transform the right-hand side code in Step 3
into the left-hand side code of Step 5 by using Theorem 1. The resulting left-hand side code of the following
Step 5 fulfils Property 1 with S′′i instead of Si, and Property 3.
Step 5 With S′′i and S
′
i as defined in Step 1 and Step 3 the following refinement equivalence holds.
α : |[proc p =ˆ
allocp ; 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m 〉{ap,...,rp} •〈 α : jump mp,
ap : 〈ap : S′′1 ,
...
S′′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,mp}
mp : S′m+1,
...
S′n 〉{α,ap,mp,...,ω} ]|
vwϑ,ρ α : 〈 α : jumpmp,
ap : 〈ap : S′1,
...
S′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,mp}
mp : S′m+1,
...
S′n 〉{α,ap,mp,...,ω}
This transformation is proved with the help of Property 1 by determining three fixed point equations for
the left-hand side code and by merging them into the two fixed point equations that define the right-hand
side code by unfolding each of the calls to procedure ‘p’ in the left-hand side main program statements S′′1
to S′′m, and identifying them with corresponding jump instructions in the right-hand side program. This rule
replaces the substitution semantics of all procedure calls to ‘p’ by jumps to locations in the program. Note
that Property 3 is preserved in this step.
Step 6 Let S′′i and S
′
i be as defined in Step 1 and Step 3. Then the following refinement equivalence holds.
α : 〈 α : jump mp,
ap : 〈ap : S′1,
...
S′m,
rp : repr rˆap 〉{ap,...,mp}
mp : S′m+1,
...
S′n 〉{α,ap,mp,...,ω}
vwϑ,ρ α : 〈 α : jump mp,
ap : S′1,
...
S′m,
rp : repr rˆap ,
mp : S′m+1,
...
S′n 〉{α,ap,...,mp,...,ω}
This step is shown with Property 3 and the flattening Law 2.

